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~l';s Alamos Branch College Approve·d
Regent Questions Need for ContinuatiQJAef firrure
was that the branch college be
centrally located between
F£911 ta
Pojaque, Santa Fe, Espanola and

A proposal to up~ade the Los
Alamos Undergraduate Residence
Center to the status of branch
college received final Univer!'iity Los Alamos. The school boards in
approval yesterday but not until it all of those cities, with the
was made clear the University flxception of Los Alamos, have
prefers another location for the told the UnivArsity t.bat they
permanent site,
cannot support a branch college at
The Regents gave unanimous this time.
approval to the proposal only two
Precipitous
days after the faculty had
Because of this the Los Alamos
approved it by a wide margin. lt School Board hM requested the
must still be approved by the present Undergraduate Residence
State Board of Educational · Center be upgraded to the status
Finance.
of branch college, The official
In other action the Regents designation as a branch college is
approved the sale of $6 million in necessary before state funds can
bonds and heard Regent Walter be expended on the Center's
·Wolfe say he wasn't sure "there is operatons. Currently the Center is
any continuing need for the funded almost entirely through
granting of tenure" at UNM.
the use of student tuition charges.
central Locatton
unego tola tne :itegents tnat
The Los Alamos branch college they should delay consideration
proposal again came under fire of the proposal "rather than have
from Richard Griego, associate this action appear rather
professor of mathematics and precipitous. You should take
statistics. On 'l,uesday, Gdego was another month so we can fully
suc<:essful in getting the faculty to inform members of these.
amend its approval of the Los communities (Santa Fe, Espanola
Alamos branch to require its and Pojaque" about the
return for further action before a possibility of establishing the
permanent site is selected. He was branch somewhere other than Los
unsuccessful, however, in getting Alamos.
approval of the proposal delayed.
Regent Arturo Ortega,
He tl'ied again yesterday before however, said that any d~Iay
the Regents and was again "could jeopardize the funding for
unsuccessful.
the entire project. But I think we
The original proposal by UNM all agtee with Professor Griego
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The Regents met yesterday for theb: monthly se$Sion upstairs in
•
P.
e
are Calvin Horn, resident; (man in
background unidentified); John Durrie, university secretary; Cyrena
Maple and Austin Roberts.

1ne I<.egen ts
about the location."
The University had requested
and the BEF had recommended
that the proposed branch be
funded with state funds beginning
next year. The House
Appropdations and Finance
Committee1 however, did not
include funds for the btanch in
the general appropriations bill for
next year.
Study
Unless those funds are

LOBO

reinstated by either the full House
or by the Senate the branch will
continue to be funded mo~;tly
through student tuition.
Wolfe's comments about tenure
came during a general discussion
cf the policies of the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee.
The Regents had been scheduled
to consider several changes to
AFTC policies but po~;Lponed that
discussion to allow the faculty to
vote on the changes first.
The faculty had been scheduled
to considered those ·changes at its
meeting last Tuesday but
adjourned prior to the time
scheduled for their presentation.

Charges Against ISRAD Denied
Conflicts Called 'Political Battle!t by HSSD Official
Charges that ISRAD had failed to meet committee were being presented by
the contract terms for support services for "disgruntled people with their own personal
poverty area Child Care centers were concepts of poverty and service."
branded "completely false'' by the director
Brown characterized the current conflict
of the Social Services Division of the State as a "political battle" for control of the
HSSD yesterday.
program.
Criticism was levelled against the ISRAD
As well as failure to meet contract termst
support services (teacher training and
Lizzaraga charged ISRAD project (lfficials
learning materials development) Tuesday by
with "nepotism," "harassment'' of persons
Manuel Lizarraga, an employe of ISRAD in
working in the ISRAD project, and
the Child Care support systems project.
discrimination "by race and sex" in the
ISRAD is under contract with the State
project.
Health and Social Services Department to
. .
.. .
.
... ~R,nply, t11e ~ecesstg"y supP.ort servicP.s for the
~rown ~td the humgs of Harold Bailey,
child care program. run" by' the United Child' " .. -nsststant . dli'ector- fo~- the-- !iUppo~t ·S~!stems, ..
Care, Inc. (UCCI). '
and Olive~ Salis~ury, HSSD ~oniter of the
Larry Brown, HSSD Social Services
program d1d not mvolve nepottsm.
"These are. two completely separate
Division director, said he was "satisfied with
theproduction(ofthesupportgroup).
systems. Bailey was hired by the
"Teachers are being trained, learning
department. Salisbury had nothing to do
materials are being developed."
with this."
He said the current charges against the
Bailey is Salisbury's son-in-law.

Open Union Policy Gets Acceptance
By SANDY McCRAW
After nearly two months of
contro\'ersy tha Union Board
quietly passad a resolution
yesterday keeping the building
opetl to all members of the
comtnunity providing they obey
all building and University rules
and regulations.
'l'he motion to appro\'e that
proposal was made by Donald
Burge, chairman of the Union
Board Operations and ~rocedures
Committee which had drafted the
recommendation.
New Roof
Under the ttew rules only those
disobeying the regulations (which
include prohibitions against
panhandling, drug usage and theft
among others) would be
prohibited access to the building.
The Board also approved the
hiring and use of student aides to
assist Campus Police in entorcing
the rules.
Carroll Lee, a member of the
Board and UNM comptrotler,
citing space problems of the
building also told the Board he
would "try to help get financingtt
for roofing the old Casa del Sol
area on the second floor of the
Union' so that it could be used as

an additional coffee shop area.
In other action the Board heard
Burge charge that recent
allegations made by a black
professor and student that Betty
Neher, assistant director of the
Union, was discriminating against
black organizations, were
('absolutely false."
Cry·Baby Tactics
Stating . that the Uniort Board
and Neher had bent over
backwards in the past to help the
Black Student Union (BSU) and
Uhuru Sasa (a black dance
troupe}, Burge said, "the charges
against Ms. Neher are absolutely
false."
Charles BeekneH, director of
the lUack Studies Program, and
Sam Johnson a student in that
,progratn majoring in pre-law and ~
member of both the BSU and
Uhuru Sasa, charged Neher earlier
this week with "harrassrnent of
blacks through a racist and
infle:dble attitude" and with
"inconsistertt billing of black
organizations.''
Burge told the Board none of
the black~s charges were true and
added, urm sick and god·damned
tired of their cry· baby tactics."
He added that he had

urepeatedly asked Johnson for a
list of 'soul food items' the blacks
would like to see sold in the
Union," but that ctJohnson had
:repeatedly failed to comply with
that request. And until he can see
fit to comply 1 can see no reason
fur this Board to take any further
action in that regard.'t
Exeptions
(The Union Board granted
Johnson's organizations two
exceptions to its food policies last
semester to allow outside catering
of events since the Union does not
normally prepare soul food.)
The Board also granted the
Ki'Va Club an exception to its food
policies to allow that organization
to sell Indian foods in the
ballroom during the Cultural
Awareness Week in April.
The Chess Club, which will
sponsor tha Albuquerque Open
Chess Tournament May 20·21,
was also granted an exception to
normal policy by the Board to
allow them early use or the
building without charge for the
Sunday of the tournament.
Normally the Union charges $15
per hour for early opening.

Buildings
No member of the AFTC, not
any other faculty member, was
present when Wolfe made his
remarks. Travelstead said,
however, he would seek wide
faculty input concerning the issue .

T A, GA Pay Hiked$100

Friday, February 11, 1972

'Cry-Baby 1'actics'" ·c.na:rgecfAgaTiislBlac:ks

Calvin Horn, president of the
Regents, said he agreed with
Wolfe that a study of the tenure
situation should be made and
directed that the Regent's
Con.mittee on Faculty and
Students, along with Chester
Travelstead, vice president for
academic affairs conduct that
study.

Graduate assistants and teaching assistants will receive a $100
raise cff'ecti\'e next year.
Funds will be taken from the Education in General Fund (EGF),
George Springer, dean of the graduate school, told the Daily Lobo.
Sptinger will ask for a raise to be handled atmually instead of in
one large raise every several years.
Springer said the GA's and TA's have had no consideration as
other' university employes have had in the past.
"Our situation is not bad competitively," he said, comparing
their situation to other uni\'euit.y employes. "We felt it important
to do this and do it for next year."
It is hoped that next year the BEF will fund the raises.
"As long as we can do something annually- a fixed sum or a
percentage of wJtat they are now getting, we will do all tight,"
Springer said.
The plans had been turned down twice, but "I discussed the idea
with Uw Academic Vice President :mtJ. with the Vice President for
Finance and the President," said Springer.
"He decided we ought to do it, even though it will take this
.money from other areas," he continued.
The EGF is the only place we can take it from because we got
no specific funds frol'n the BEF," he stated.
uThe BEF has increased GA and TA nutnbers but has not
increased . their allocations," Springer stated, speaking of the
number. or ·aA•s :ind T A7s- neede1f1o tkacli 'the ·targi!t nuntb€ ... uf
undergraduates.

House Members Predict
Continuation for LUSC

House passage of the Legisl~tive .we 'Yere go~~ up ~,ere in S~nta ~e,
·· Univszsiti~v·· €tadzr--Ccm.~!te.e._ -~~~rtg-<1~_CJ~l2f!~!- 9!:lr~~~!~l. ~~~_d, ~. _. ·- ··---·
(L USC) continuation bill was addmg he felt th1s w~~ the reason
predicted yesterday by two for campus hosbhty to the
representatives on the committee. committee.
Wednesday the State Senate
"I thhtk it is essential to go to
passed, 36·3, continuation or the the campus once or twice a year,
interim study group with $50,000 at least once. We should eat in the
funding.
cafeteria with them (students) and
Rep. Richard Carabajal have rap sessions to see what their
(D-Valencia) and Rep. Ray opinions are," Carabajal said,
Sanchez (D-B ern·) bo~h
In Senate action Wednesday
predicted the bill would easdy Sen. Joe Gant (D-Eddy), an
passtheHou~crtex:tweek.
LUSC member, uid the
Bot~. attt1buted the Ia~k ~f committee had increased
oppc;>stbon to the comm•ttea s communications betweeil the
"pohcy change." · . th . b'll
.. .
Le gtS
• Ia t ure an d th e umverst
· • · 't'tes.
.
•
1i1 th e 1 97 1 sessiOn e 1 was
Sen· James K Jrkpatnck
harshly criticized, and Sen. I.M.
"lkeu SmalJey (0
Sierra
{R·D,ona A~~), te~:ned the
Hidalgo. Luna} the committeets coml'ntttee a halson . between
chairman, was credited with the.. students, fa~ulty,
obtaining passage of the bill o'ier admtn1~trat~rs an~ the legtslator~.
strong opposition.
L.egtslatlon mt~odu~ed thts
"I think going to the campuses sess10n by t~': eomm1ttee !ncluded
and talking to the students turried · a $1 0 mdhon pon.d . J~sue t.o,
the whole complexion of the upgrade the stat~ s hbrar1es ov.er
committee around H said the next 10 years, a mamorml
'
urging stu~ent attendance at
Carabajal.
'!'he LUSC made a tour of the Regents meetmgs, and a proposal
state's university campuses last concerning a s.tudent intern
fall at the invitation of student program at the Legislature,
government leaders at each
The study committee was
school. The committee held appointed in 1969 in the wake of
informal sessions and listened to the " Love Lust Poem ' 1
student grievances. The controversy. Legislators at the
e:otnmittee had not held sessions time objected to the use of th~
outside Santa Fe the preceding allegedly obscene poem ht a
year.
treshman English class~ and took
''Prior to this we were isolated $&0,000 from UNM's lSRAO
from the cam~us, it iooked as if budget to fund the LUSC.
4
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Conserve paper-gjve this paper to a friend

French for Children
RegitJt>ation for weekly French
classes for <:hildren will be held
Feb. 12l'rom 10:30 until11:15 in
Mitchell Hall. A fee of $9 will be
cbarged for the first child in a
family and $5 for eve~·y child
thereafter,
Classes are for children ages
6-12. For further information,
contact Pam Goedde!, 299·2140.

Juan .Gomez
Wants to Kn,ow
By John Gonzalez

Education Screening

Quihubo Juan,,.what's, happening man?
Nada ese, nomas aqw.
·
How did you do in school last semester?
Oh, all right. I got a 2.4 gt:ade point. I started off kind of
slow, but I pickeq up toward the end of the semester. I'll do
better this time.
Oye, Juan, I saw you at some Chicano functions last
semester; are
ready to join the movement a todo vuelo?

iOH,.. YJ;AH? WELL, I, TOO, AM A SKYJACKER, AND I, TOO, HAVE A BOMB ,

I

bema~----Montezuma Center Proposed

By JOHN PERIAN
Reprinted .fJ:om the
Highlands University CAndle

The final screening test :for the
teacher education ptogram will be
conducted Feb. 12 at 12:30 p.m.
in tbe :Kiva. For further
information contact the dean's
office, College of Education.

Duplicating Center
Thll ASUNM duplicating
center, located in room 215 of the
Union, provides ditto and mimeo
machines at minimum cost~.

happening and maybe some dumb things, but the thing that
really has me worried is that it Iooks)ike the life expecta.ncy
of a Chicano activist is kind of short.
What do you mean?
Well hell man, haven't you read about those two vatos that
were offl:ld by the cops?
Oh yeah- the Berets who were caught stealing some
dynamite.
That's what the newspaper says, but I'm b<'ginning to
doubt some of the stories coming down from the Man.
Juan Gomez, you're becoming a cynic! Yes, I know what
you mean; some parts of the official version just don't hold
together. What do you think really happened?
I don't know, but it's real strange that just before those
two guys were scheduled to go on TV to testify about police
brutality and bad conditions at the state pen that they end
·
kill d
up gettmg
e - and for doing such a dumb thingstealing dynamite! Besides, they supposedly walked on foot
to the place; how were they going to get the dynamite out? It
seems to me if they had a getaway car around that it would
have been spotted_ que no?

developers and is once more government provides at least
transformed into a recreation one-third of the revenue for
mE'cca for society's wealthy education in our poor school
minority, then the church will districts."
Highlands University Candle
have he 1 p e d to cast the
Hope remains at Highlands
Five miles north of New unemployed majority of New University that it will somehow be
Me~co Highlands University, a Mexico into a bottomless abyss of able to provide an educational
small enclave of dormitories, a c u 1 t u r a 1 and intellectual program adequate for the area and
theatre, and other buildings lie regression.
the times on the limited funding it
serenely situated at the entrance
receives from the state,
to Gallinas Canyon.
Network
In the six northern counties of
Quien sabe? Do you think the whole thing was a set up?
The main focal point that one Mo~fezu~aeis ~fr:ifate~ai~~~ t~! New Mexico's "Appalachia of the
It could be. But it's kind of hard to believe the police
immediately notices as he travels network of developing programs West," state and federal agencies
would resort to that kind of thing•
up the canyon road, however, is at Highlands University, it can own 75 per cent of the total !and
Well it's not the first time that the jura has been involved
an enormous structure sitting
area. Surely our government can
·
h d
d lin
· h ·h
majestically on a forested slope at take on an even greater see the need for such a center. It
m somes a y cases ea g Wlt C icano activists. There was
the far side of the ravine.
significance, not only to the isn't altogether impossible to
the case of Eulogio Salazar for example. He was a jailer up in
Th'ts castle-like ed1'fice lends a predominately Spanish and
th t 't
ld b bl t
T •A • who was murd ered som e t•1me a ..cto. He was a s tate 's
Indian . speaking residents of this assume
a • wou
e a e o
poetic mood to the already m:ea, but to other cultures in channel some of this wealth back
witness against Tijerina and some people say that he was
esthetically
inspiring hot
ecology
of poverty areas throughout the or
to would
the people
going to change his testimony in favor of Reies anti that he
the
area, Geothermal
springs,
it'> of New Mexico···
a nat1.1ral ice-skating pond, and a entire nation.
·
was then killed by the police to shut him up.
·
breathtaking landscape give
HU President, Frank Angel,
Deveras?
Montezuma an aura of storybook states that there are a number of
Th t' · ht It
d b th
d
th t
objectives that the university is
a s r1g . was assume y e press an everyone a
fantasy.
...;no...
striving for. A few of the more
-,
the Alianza was behind his death. The Albuquerque Journal
1ed Mexican immediate goals would be: a) to
In 1 g 37 ,
even offered a big reward for the capture oi his killer. And do
Catholic Church took over the provide active leadership and
you know what happened? Well there is some guy named
1
former hotel and its facilities for resources for the economic, social,
I
I Schwarz who had some evidence that he claimed showed that
the purpose of training priests for and cultural development of the
S A
li
all
b h' d S I
'
d
dh
university's service area (Northern
ly udience
some po ce re y were e m a azar s mur er, an e even
thj mother countl.'y.
to the New Mexico);
It seems amusing to me to read applied for the reward money. Would you believe it, ese, that
to develop programs in. apd .hear comments on t}le
the Journal revoked the reward offer when this guy went to
1
7
1
..
them? Tread all about this-·irr a·newsfYaper··caHed the
~>hould be once p:~ain ~ente~eJt~ institutions (Highl~nds contain~
So~e feel it . !lecessaty to Mexico Review.
Mexico
student body w1th substantial apologJze to the VISiting bands ·fot
Wow! What finally happened?
Befo~e the end of this fiscal representation .from each of at .rude conduct. Others. feel os if
That's the thing. The whole affair was buried. Bis killers
year, the seminarians will return least four blendmg cul~ures);
the¥ should b~ apologized to for were never caught, but it makes one start wondering. And
home.
The
rooms
and
corridors
of
..
c)
t!'
develop
learmng
havmg
a couple
of then there was the case of Bobby Garcia even more recently.
Montezuma will again be silent comb min~ . tradlt•onal. hbrary hoursto Walt
a n d forfor
other
and empty, as another chapter in hordes w1th the offermgs . of inconveniences.
Bobby was a Vista worker. Era un suave vato. He used to
the history of New Mexico and modern technology to prov1de
My question is a simple one, come by Chicano Studies and he used to work in the Chicano
................ t.h.e.I!nit~d.States draws.ta a clasP_ :~~fr~~~~~ J>[!n:'~~~~ ~e::.~:S.....;~~P~~ ..~~ /~~~te~i~if~~:j~~t~- ... flQ!tliD:!!!l!~tY.~:~E:!lLad
...ntYhW~, he w~ds f:hounhdddead in ~tisdcar :U:Pdin
For almost a century, the villa out. of. university programs.
apologize to the University for the u tE:! moun alliS an
e cops sru
e. a commt e SUlCI e.
at
Montezuma
has
assumed
the
appalling
misuse
of
the
Arena?
That
was
a
real
shocker
because
there
was no reason to
guise of a hotel and recreation
There are many excellent
•
l b
hi
meccafortherich,aBaptist,then facilities included in the After the crowd had departed believethathewasbemgtroubed yanyt 'ng.
a Catholic seminary. Sometime Montezuma physical plant. The there remained on the floor, on
It turns out that there wasn't even a test carried out to see
this year, it will assume an villa contains over 100 rooms, the steps, and under the seats up if he had fired a gun until his body had been washed twice
t
whichclassrooms,
could very workshop
easily be turned
to a foot of
garbage,
cups,
cans, and only then at th~. ms1s
• • t en~e of h'IS f am U.Y· By then t h e
en .•re 1Y new an d possl'bl Y into
areas, bottles,
food,
paper,
clothes,

Potential/uror in Berrigan Trial Says:

Du~
~~C:edde~~~~e~e i;:hM~xi~~s b~.
··kf:::i!~!!f.f-t>e::Je-cijfV.~!~at· ·!:a~ ·~~~~!t~i ~~~~~~ti~~~-~~~:~ -~;~!;~~~~!rti:t~~t::d!;~" ' ily
a

!s.

j
·r-- · -

and conference rooms. There are
also excellent library facilities.
Dormitories now exist which can
accommodate a total of 500
people. A theatre and heating
plant are additional elements of
the area.
One money-saving possibility
would be to develop the
geothermal potential of the hot
springs for heating purposes, a
practical idea that Iceland has
been using for years.
Montezuma could become a
Human Development Center, and
be utilized as a nucleus for a
natuxal historical • cultural

~~~~!:J~Ya:;~~;~e:;fth~~~u!~~ :'d~~u~ a~~ie~e th~~~t~Je:!'d ~~
to provide the means of informing renovate the villa so that its full
the poople of this arM become potential could be realized, an
wasted by selling Montezuma to estimated $1 million would have
the highest bidder?
to be expended. The historical
If it is abandoned and left to nature or the site alone should
fall into derny, it. will become a warrant such action.
visible reminder to the people or
Sen. Joseph Montoya, in his
Northern New Mexico that newsletter of October 1970,
someone in authority has once stated that "the problems of
again neglected them. Ir it falls American education cannot be
into the hands of outside solved 1.1ntil the federal

wrappers, and vomit. Hopefully
the stains fr?m the spilled wine
and coke wJII come out of the
concrete with mopping. It made
me sick and very ashamed.
There are many signs asking
that food and drinks not be
carried into the Arena area, but it
doesn't seem that the crowd that
night has enough schooling to be
able to read,
.. !f,we want ~uch ac~ivl~ies in, the
~·t • .such swlne-hke actwns
Will Simply have to cease.
Otherwise, there may not be any
more extra activities there. n
would really be a loss.
H.B. Bowman

tests were probably mconclustve but they dtd show that he·
had not fired a gun. There were lots of things like that in his
. d th at Bobb y was
case. A 1o t o1 the pIeve were. convmce
murdered because he had teCelVed a death threat from a
group identifying itself as the Minutemen, just like a bunch
of others around that time
After some supposed ~tternpts at an investigation the
h l
.
.
ta d th t
f
w o e case was lmd to rest. I unders n
a some o
Bobby's friends talked to the cops later and that these cops
admitted that Bobby had probably been killed by someone.
A Ia! It looks like maybe it's getting to be open season on
s all d Chi
'lit
o-c e .,. c~o llll ants.
Se est~ pomendo pesado, no?
Quest!

il l l l il l l l i!I I I IUI I I RI/il l l i /I IHI I IDI Iil l l l fl l l l l l l l!lil l l l l l l l l !l l l l li i i i i i i i i i iUI I IUI Intl l ltni i i i i i iUI I IHI I IDI I IUI I I I I I I I I Il ~l ltl ni f iU
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SHOPPERS •••
OPEN
TONITE
TILL 7

To our Patrons and
We will be closed for vacation
Feb. 14 through fl!b. 23. Open again Feb. 24

NADERS
A~lhentic

Lobanes& Cuisine

5900 Lomas NE
All natural foods

2312 CENTRAL SE • STUDENT TERMS
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SEA
Studeuts for Environmental
Action will have an Ol'Mnic
pot-luck dinner, followed by the
movie "Multiply and Subdue the
Earth," on Feb, 15 at 7 p.m. in
the Ecology Information Center,
1417 Central N.E. All interC$ted
people are invited to share this
experience.

333 WvominsrBlvd. ::-\E
265-5901
Free Estimates
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The Undergraduate Seminar Program is desc. ribed
on pp.

162~ 163 of
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information and guidelines for proposals are avai able
at the Honors Center.
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Proposals shoul.d. be m.ade on a form .which you mely ~

~
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d
We would like to have proposals from undergra uate ~"'·,.
students for subjects for one~hour undergraduate sem-

N

~

~

tudent ln"tt"tated Co· urses
in the

M

!..'f!

Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
·
.
Sender's name, address and telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will . not be considered for
bl' r
N
1
pu lea 1on. ames wil not be withheld upon request. If a
letter is from a group, please include a name, telephone
number and address of agroupmember.

...

A play concerning the plight of
the Russian Jew will be pre.sented
Feb. 12 at 8 p.m. in room 250 of
the Union.
On Feb. 13 a multi- media
presentation featuring slides, tapes
and music from the USSR will be
presented at 2 p.m. in room 250
of the Unlon.

'Joreign Car Specialisls

The 75-membe.r Colorado
Academy Glee Club will present a
free concert in Keller Hall, Feb.
11 at 11:30 a.m.

1

c~nters,

momentous role in society,
Alianza
Recently' the church allocated
funds in the amount of $187,000
to the Alianza Federal de Pueblos
Libres, undet the auspices of the
C a m P a i g n for H u m a n
Development. This money is
currently being used to bring
literature and other material to
the poor and needy of Las Vegas
and its surrounding vicinities.
This is a useful step in the right
direction; but what is to become
of Montezuma, a potentially
lasting center and model for
international ecological and

Free Concert

1

I
i

also was seated as a possible
alternl\te juror and he was the
only prospect who was not
questioned by the defense during
the 14 days of examining
veniremen.

The economics department is
sponsoring a seminar with Georg
Borgstrom, professor of Food
Science and Economic Geography
at Michigan State University, on
Feb, 21 at 4: 30 p.m. in B&AS
100. The Popejoy Visiting
Lecturer will speak on the topic
of "The Economics of the Hunger
Gap." All interested persons are
invited.

Russian Jew Plight

I

Repair & ::\Jaintcnancc
on all foreign cars

'

Nev.• --· .
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corner and there was no cop
there, and the man dding with me
and I said to each other, 'Let's go
through it."
Pro~ecutor Willlam S. Lynch
then said, "And if there was a
policeman there around the
curve.•. "
"There was," the man said.
"Did he charge you with a
conspiracy?"
"He charged me with running
thr,,ugh the stop sign," the man
said.
He t.•en added that he felt the
difference between the stop sign
incident and the cliarges against
the seven defendants might be a
matter of degree,
A 25 - year - old Methodist
minister with strong antiwar views

By JANE SHOEMAKER
HARRISBURG, Pa. (UP!)- A
man who said if the Harrisburg
Seven were guilty of conspiracy
then half the U.S. population also
was guilty of some degree of
consph·acy was seated Thursday as
a possible alternate juror,
The 42 • year • old man, a
commercial printing production
manager, said he did not believe in
trying people on conspiracy
charges because half the people in
the United States have conspired
at one time or another to commit
a criminal act.
Despite his stand on
conspiracy, he said he could give
the Rev. Philip Berrigan and the
six other defendants a fair trial on
charges they conspired to kidnap
Henry A. Kissinger, blow up the
heating ducts in federal buildings
and vandalized draft boards in
nine states.
When asked to explain his views
on conspiracy, the man said he
could best explain his stand by
telling a story about himself.
"Shortly after I got my driver's
license 1 came to a stop sign on a

and Friday, 9:30-1 :30 a.m.
12:30-1:30 p.m. and Tuesday and
Thursday, 10:30-12:30 p.m,

Borgstrom Seminar

'Half of Population Guilty of Conspiracy'
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The Colorado Academy Glee Club of Englewood, Colo. will give
a free concert at 11:30 a.m. today in Keller Hall at UNM.

Glee Club

BRIEFS

Then and Now ...
·Fashions as Timeless as the Past
Page
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Lo.bo Review

ULawSchool

By KATHY PTACEK
The first woman professor in
the UNM Law School, Ann
Bingaman, assistant professor and
a graduate of the Stanford Law
School, considers herself "awfully
lucky,"
"As the first woman professor
here I just feel lucky. I'm awfully
glnd about it," Bingaman said.
Bingaman was hired about "the
first of December, but I didn't go
on the payroll until Jan. 17. I was

... ,.,.
1

,U,•tt•r•t•r•t•.!i•., , , • .

offered the job and I told them,
sure I'd love to do it. When they
were interviewing me it was for
next fall, but then they decided to
Jet me work this semester," she
said.
"! understood that the women
Jaw students had been asking for a
woman law professor for a while,
There aren't that many. I think
due credit must be given to the
dean and faculty. I think they
were receptive to the idea."
Two Courses
Bingaman presently teaches
two courses, "Trusts" and
"Introduction to Legislation,"
which is required for first year
students. "It's supposed to give
them a feeling for statuatory law
as opposed to case law."
In college she majored in
British political history and

BOOKS
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N·uns Plus Bishop Equals Sexual Hysteria

1st Woman Ends Male Monopoly

1
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minored in political science. For
her senior year at Stanford she
went to the London School of
Economics and Political Sciences.
She passed the bar exam in
California three and a half years
ago, the Ari;wna bAr three years
ago and the New Mexico bar exam
two and a hnlf years ago.
"I practiced in Arizona about
six months," she said, In Santa Fe
she has worked for the Bureau of
Revenue on drafting legislation
and state tax statutes and for the
state attorney general's office for
nine months on tax litigation.
Here in Albuquerque she
worked for six months for the law
firm of Modrall, Sperling, Roehl,
Harris and Sisk.
She and her husband now live
in Santa Fe. "We moved to Santa
Fe in two stages, My husband was
an
attorney in
forthethe
constitutional
convention
summer
and fall
of '69. We moved to Albuquerque
in early 1970 and moved back up
to Santa Fe in July, 1970.
'Get Into Politics'
"My parents always ha.ve been
and still are interested in political
science and I grew up liking it and
being very interested in it. I had
always wanted to get into politics.
To be a politician I always
thought you have to be a lawyer.
I'm still very interested in politics
and want to keep up with it.
"My first two weeks here at the
law school were much easier than
I expected and a lot more fun. I
co·uldn't imagine myself standing
up in front of 50 people and
talking about trusts.
"My only duties so far are
teaching these two courses and
helping the students in them in
any way I can."
-

''Whatever Happened to Baby
Jane?"
Ru'ssell conceived the role for
Glenda Jackson, who turned it
down because, as she put it, she
was tired of playing crazy ladies.
She would, of course, have been

Calling U
Friday, February 11, 1972
ASUNM Summer Camp
Placement; Union Room 250A-E; 10
a.m.-3p.m,
AGORA; Union room 231D-E; 5-10
p.m.
F II m Committee: "Sherlock
Junior"; Union Theater; 6·8·10 p,m.

Borgstrom
Georg Borgstrom, the visiting
Popejoy professor, will speak on
"The Human Biosphere" Feb, 11
at 9: 3 0 p.m. in the biology
department, room 139.
Borgstrom, a native of Sweden, is
a recognized authority on world
food resources and their
utilization, food freezing and
frozen food bacteriology.

Career Education

Ann Bingaman
Bingam!\n stated that the only
requirement for teaching law is a
law degree.
"Everyone plays up how hard
law school is, The first year
students study hard because
they're psyched out." Bingaman
admitted that she, too, was
"psyched" out in her first year of
Q

I

University Forum
"The Bankruptcy of the Western Intellectual System"
John Baumgarten M.A. Staff, Campus Crusade

February 13
6 pm Sunday

Grace Church
115 Cedar St. NE
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law school."
Her special interest in law has
been state tax problems, ,she said.
"That's largely because of where
I've worked." She said she was
also interested in drafting
legislation.
"I've written one article. It was
published in the UNM Law
Review. It was 'Mineral Taxation
in New Mexico' and was published
in July, 1970. I would like to do
some writing, but I don't know
when I'll do it.
"For the next few months I'm
going to be concerned with doing
an adequate teaching job.
"The thing that really appeals
to me is being around people and
talking with them. I was getting
tired of desk jobs. You get to
where you miss human contact."
Bingaman described Jaw as
being "you against the problem.
There's a lot of satisfaction in it, a
lot more than I expected.
"I think the clinical law
program is great. It was
desperately needed to give
credence to the theoretical
courses. School and practice are
worlds apRrt..
"Generally I think society is
horribly backward with prisoners.
I think the lack of concern for
prisoners and poor people and
minorities is appalling. I think

~treet ·-·~;::~~~fu~:~~~:~i~?J:~!.~Er ···~
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One Tear -- $7.00
All you need to do to ha\'e the LOBO mailed to your home is
send $7.00 to: LOBO, UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87106 or come by the
office, Journalism building, room 205 at the corner of Central
andYale.

Two English Releases Hendrix in the W('st$5.49
Isle of 'Wight
$5.49

1820 CENTRAL
243-1988
Bangla Desh Always
Cost 10.79

Soviet Jewry Conference
Sat. 8:00 p.m. S.U.B. Rm. 250

Presenfafion of Play on Sovief Jewry
Sun. 2:00 p.m. S.U.B. Rm. 250

Slides and Tapes Smuggled Ouf of U.S.S.R.
Plans for Demonstrafions Welcoming
Osipov Balalaika Troupe
Sponsored by the Jewish Student Union
ZaZmanson.
..

perfect. The~e is probably no
actress alive who can project
stupidity, hysteria, and
nymphomania with more force, In
terms of her career, it was a wise
choice; in terms of this film, it
was not. With the perfection of
her performance, "The Devils"
would easily have approached the
same perfection.
It almost does- anyway.
Scott Bearen

I

the backlash from that is bad.
"I think women's lib is great.
I'm all for it. l think there's a lot
of things that have to be changed
but they can't be changed until
people are aware of them.
"There's no question that
women have a harder time getting
legal jobs than men. I've been
lu.o::-ky. I've fallen into some
awfully great jobs.
"I would encourage women to
go into law. It's an exciting and
rewarding profession. It's made
my life. I don't know where I'd be
without it. I'd tell any girl it's a
good thing to do and it'll get
better."

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 75
No. 87

created what was probably the
"THE DEVILS"
fir.st convincing psychoanalytical
Ken Russell
study of the creative process in
Sunshine Theater
Ken Russell's "The Devils" cinema; in this film he does
begins with Louis XIII parading nothing less than capture the
around a stage in semi-drag as libido. It is a production Freud
Botticelli's Venus, surrounded by would adore.
Fellini
a conglomerate of types hard to
To accomplish this, Russell
find this side of Fcllini - or the
borrowed heavily, particularly
nearest gay bar.
After what follows, the opening from Fellini. Watching "The
Devils" you may feel, in the
seems' pitifully conventional.
The movie is ostensibly about beginning, that you have been
Cardinal Richelieu's corrosive through all of this before if you
consolidation of the French king's have seen "Juliet of the Spirits"
powers and his single - minded or "Satyricon." The feeling soon
destruction of Father Grandier, vanishes.
In a Fellini movie, reality is
Bishop of Loudon, whose
charismatic powers for a time never a consideration. His films
are a.lways discussed with
threatened Richelieu's.
What the movie is really about reference to his imagination,
which by implication means that
is sexual hysteria.
Russell based his screen play on what happens on the screen never
Aldous Huxley's "Devils of did and never could happen off
Loudon," which detailed the the screen.
activities of nuns passionately
No one, I think, is likely to
devoted to the theology - and to discuss "The Devils" this way the body - of the bishop of Russell makes all the carry-on
Loudon (Oliver Reed). Smitted seem very real. The leering eyes,
with hysteria, they for a time the grotesque make·up (Vanessa
indulged in modes of conduct Redgrave is outfitted with what
that, according to Colin Wilson, must be the ugliest hunchback in
consisted primarily of "rolling on cine~atic history) are all there, as
the floor and displaying the root
of th!! tronhle."
SUNDAY SPECIALS
Catholics: Avoid
R
S
Much of the movie is devoted
OAST IRLOJN
to the instigator, the Mother
OF BEEF •
$1.75
Superior (Vanessa Redgrave), and
SerH•d with Brown Gravy,
to the graphic depiction of her
B~cd Potato or French
•· ·-su·dt>~ nlasochi&iie :fantasias. Mu-ch-··· ..... Fnes,..SoJ.tp.,J>r l'=:llad, and
of the rest of the movie is devoted
Vegetable.
to the equally graphic
• • •
• 111
presentation of the bishop's
CORN FED
sexual life and good/bad times,
PoRK CHoPS (2)
$2.20
culminating in his self· conducted
BREADED VEAL CuTLET
] .70
wedding. This is a movie good
T·BONE USDA
Catholics should perhaps avoid.
CHOICE STEAK
4.25
Beyond this point, a plot
Served
with
Soup
or
Tossed
synopsis is gratuitous: what
Green Salad, Mashed or
happens is not nearly so
French Fried Potatoes,
important as the way it happens.
Vegetables, Rolls&: Butter.
There are exorcisms, tortures, and
• • SERVED
• •
the final flaming and psychedelic
ALSO
demise of the bishop, who is
¥2 FRIED CHICKENfound responsible for the antics of
the nuns.
$1.65
4pcs.
.
Russell is an exceedingly
Served with Cole Slaw,
eclectic director who expropriates
Mashed or French Fried
styles and manages to use them
Potatoes, Rolls & Butter.
better than their creators did.
There is little in this film that is
new but there is a great deal that
AGROSS .FROM CAMPUS.
is used effectively for the first
CENTRAL
& GIRARD 265·1669
time. In "The Music Lovers" he

they are in Fellini. But the effect
is one of horror - not ambiguous
symbolism - and eventually one
believes that, incredibly, it all
happened just this way, According
to contemporary accounts, it did.

A state-wide workshop on
career education, sponsored by
the New Mexico Research and
Study Council, will be held Feb.
28 at the Four Seasons Motor Inn,
The workshop will concentrate
on strategies for implementing
programs.

THE STORE
FOR
DIAMONDS
OPEN
TONITE TILL 7
23! 2 CEMT!tA,t SE • STUDENT

TEPJ.~S

Miscast
The movie has but two
problems, one major, the other
quite minor, The latter is a short
scene in which the screen is ringed
with demented heads, tongues
protruding. The shot is so
patently lifted from Peter Brook's
film of "Marat I Sade" that it
instantly breaks empathy.
The major problem is Vanessa
Redgrave. Although the movie is
Oliver Reed's, the role of the
hysteric - as catalyst -is crucial.
For the first time in her career,
Ms. Redgrave has simply been
miscast. She is too beautiful, too
elegant, and her acting style too
studied for the aberrated,
dim·witted French peasant nun of
1632 that she is required to play.
It is a bit like watching Garbo
attempt the Bette Davis role in

..
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Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
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The Dally New Mexico Lobo i.s
published Monday through FridaY
every regular week of the University year bY the Board of Student
Publications of the University of
New Mexico, and is not financilllly
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postage paid at Albuqerque, New
Mexico 8 7106. Subscription rate is
$7 for the academic year.·
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of 'rhe Dally Labo
are those of the author solely. Un·
signed opinion is that o( the edi·
torial board of The Dally Lobo.
Nothing printed In The Dally Lobo
necessarily represents the views of
the University of New Mexico .
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NOW IN PRO GRESS I
BIG DISCOUNTS ON BRAND NAME
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Sale Ends
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OFF
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Lohos Give Wyoming Na.,~T~,.,,l}:H{~Tes Lobos
Na~a:wa ~a~~~~~t f~~~:~~u?i~:
76 -64. WAC LOSS
By ROGER .J. RUVOLO
Seniors Harold Little and Mil-e
FatJlkner teamed up for 45 points
to lead the UNM basketball team
to a 71).1)4 win over the University
of Wyoming last night at
Univexsity Ar!lna.
Little, the defensive sparkplug
for the Lobos since early January,
hit 10 field goals in 17 tries and
grabbed lO rebounds to lead the
game in that Cl\tegory, :Faulkner
was nine of l1 from the field and
had seven boards.
UNM Now 5·3
The win brought New Mexico's
record to 13-7 for the season and
5-3 in the WAC. The loss dropped
Wyoming to a 1-Blast place in the
league.
The game started sluggishly as
both teams exchanged shots
before Little, two minutes into
the game, opened the sco~ing with
a jump shot from the side, From
there New Mexico reeled to a 19·9
lead, and the closest Wyoming

JffJ. e"" 1 s
HAIR DESIGNS
FOR MEN
specializing in the

Long Full Look
complete line of
grooming aids

255·4371
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2914 Central SE
acro:;s from the Triangle

could get after· that was within
seven. The Lobos led at
intermission, 42-33,
Scoring Few
Little and Faulkner had 29 of
the Lobos' 42 first half points,
while Cowboys Franklin Irvin and
Rod Penner accounted for all but
10 of the Wyoming point
production,
Irvin ended the game with 19
points while Penner, open
underneath the basket on a
number of occasions, had 21. The
two also had 10 of Wyoming's 18
game rebounds. New Mexico had
32 boards for the night to clearly
command that department.
Reserves Shine
UNM coach Bob King got some
good play from reserves Mike
Stewart and Mark Saiers, Stewatt
grabbed five rebounds in the 19
minutes he played, while Saie~s
scored six points, and three
rebounds.
Sophomore Gabe Nava at the
wing was one of only two other
Lobos to reach double figures in
scoring for the night, pouring in
11 points, and registering five
assists. Pointman Tommy Roberts
had 10 points and matched Nava
in assi~t~
New Mexico was able to keep
their turnovers down as they have
done in the last few games,
committing 18 miscues for the
contest, six !"ss than tho
Cowboys. The Lobos were 32 of
57 from the field for the game for
a 56 per cent performance, while
the Cowboys were a bit cooler,
hitting 25 of 52 for 48 per cent.
UNM was 12 of 18 from the line
(66 per cent), while Wyoming was
14 of 21 (also 66 per cent).

For Sound
That Sounds
Like It Should
Sound
Open Mon.·Wed.-Fri. 'till 9:00 p.m.
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c~:~rrent Lobo sm·ge, IS a perfect
example of the indoctrination of a
top sophomore basketball player.
When New Mexico edged
arch·riva\ New Mexico State 7 8-7 6

Poise Combination

on Dec, 4, Gabe Nava wns
watching the action as n Inn. The
highly regarded sophomore
prospect was uncertain about his
Lobo basketball future,
Attitude Problem
The night before, Gabe was
excused from practice by Coach

Nava-Top Sophomore

As A-A, Steffes Doesn't Look the Part

Norm Ellenberger t'or not
hustling, Nava today admits he
wasn't really trying. The
sophomore had an attitude
problem.
Gabe wanted to play, but he
couldn't meet Conch :Bob King's
demand that he weigh 175
pounds. So he would run all
afternoon and lose valuable
uractice time. A sophomore's
di&enchantment With the system
had begun.
One game on the sidelines
taught the El Paso native that,
attitude and disenchantment
notwithstanding, he wanted ba<:k.
Following the game, Gabe talked
to Coach King and returned to the
team, "Coach told me the road
back wouldn't be easy, but I knew
I had to hang on until I got my
chance," Gaba explainea,
Benched for Month
For one month, through all the
holiday classics and into the
conference opener against CSU,
Gabe sat on the bench hoping for
an opportunity.
"After the Far West Classic, I
started making some headway in
practice," Nava stated. Coach
King noti<:ed the improvement
and inserted the 6-:1 sophomore,
then weighing 180, into the
second half of the CSU game,
The real turning point came
against UTEP the following week
at the arena. Against his home
team university (they had
recruited him heavily), Gabe
threw in six points in his first real
test, He showed poise and
controlled the ball, just what King
was looking for. Nava was now
the Lobos' top reserve.
Self Orientation
Gabe gradually began to orient
himself more with the college
game and finally against ASU
achieved his goal: to start as a
sophomore.
As it turned out, Gabe had just
the qualities King needed to cure
the Lobos' early season woes,
Nava's job was to control the ball
without turnovers and play
defense. In addition, he showed a

Second Best Triple Jumper in Nation

I ,

By JIM PENSIERO
Tall, lanky Chuck Steffes just
doesn't look the part, the part
being all-American triple jumper.
But statistics don't lie and he is
currently listed ns the second best
collegiate triple jumner in the
United States.
•
Steffes, a senior from
Sunnyvale, Calif., also wins
consistently in the long jump,
dnbbles in guitar and drawing,
edits track films for the benefit of
his teammates and has
constructed one of the finest

pieces of toothpick sc~:~lpture. I've
seen to date,
TriJ:!le Jump Specialist
His specilllty though is the
triple jump, a hop, skip and jump
affair in which he usually covers
over 50 feet in. He's won hi& last
three times out, his best jump
being 52·2 against Kansas, with
additional victories coming over
Texas- El Paso, Arizona and
Brigham Young. All told he has
lo11t only twi·ce in dual
competition in his college years,
and only five times in the past 10

j
l
'
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"I just try to take care of the
ball and not worry about it,"
Gabe says, "and then there is no
All A
.
,
pressure. On defense, I try to
- merJcan on last year s team, overplay my man because I have
singled out ASU star Blair Driggs. Faulkner and Minniefield behind
"Driggs is really an outstanding me."
swimmer," he said. ('His main
UNM Jells
event is the 1000 free style, but
It's not coincidence that New
he is also impressive in the 200 Mexico 1·elled as a team when
butter.ti y. The t cam JS
' a 1so very Nava started playing a lot. His
strong
1'n
the
200
f
.
ree s t YIe and emer<1ence has enabled King to
the 200 b reas t s t ro k e. "
move"' AU-WAC candidate Harold
C raven ca11 ed A l'lzona
·
"th e Little to forward and give the
most improved team in the Lobos their best combination.
··• c~. " but 11e
• d oes11 't th'm k•
I s i t a g o o d e n ou gh
co 11rtetcU
the. Wilden ts are ready to combination to take New Mexico
ch a11 enge f or th e WAC t'tl
1 e th'IS to the NIT? "I think our chances
year• "However, because there are are pretty good if we win five of
three o th er t earns compc t"mg, we our remaining seven games and
·
sh ould h ave goo d compe t't'
1 101'1 m
great if we take six or seven,"
each event," Craven added.
reasoned Nava.
By Monday, the swimmers and
If the Lobos earn a bid to New
h ld k now JUS
· t h ow York City, Gabe will be
coaches sou
much depth thPy artuaUy do accompanied by his 7-3 roommate
have.
··-- _ _ Paul Kruse. "People are always
llllking me if they can sec his bed,"
Gabe remarked. "Rooming with
Paul has been an experience."
Gabe Nava has undergone a
typical sophotnote experience.
Faced with problems,
adjustments, and pressure, the
likeable young man has overcome
them all to begin paying dividends
for Lobo fans and coaches alike.

Drake Takes Early Lead
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Bridal Set

13 Diamonds $250
Downtown-a 18 Central SW
Five Points Shopping Center
Winrock
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Embrace Bridal Set
9 Oiamonds $575

II
Use one of our convenient charge plans

3010 Eubank Nl:
inside Eu Can Bowl
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Bob Dytzel or Dan Berry

The UNM wrestling team held a
9-0 lead over WAC opponent
Arizona after the first session of
the triangular meet Thursday
afternoon at Johnson gym.
Drake University was leading
the Lobos 6•12, but were tied
with Arizona 6-6. Competition in
the meet was scheduled to resume
at 4 p.m. last night with the finals
at7 p.m.
Arizona, the only team left to
beat in the Lobos' unblemished
WAC season slate, was shut out by
the Lobo matmen on decisions by
Roy DeVore, Bill Mayer, and
Bruce Davis.
Lobo heavyweight Milton Seals
scored UNM's only points against

.Razor)s Edge
Sebring
Professional

Rose Wylie
R?se Wylie, chairman of the
National Tenants Organizatioh
will speak Feb. 15 at 8 p.m. i~
Keller Hall.

15% off on all bowling
needs: balls, bags, shoes,
shirts, etc.
All work gl.laranteed

Better Older
Even if he doesn't make it this
year he plans to keep competing.
"l want to keep jumping, I've just
begun. You get even better when
you reach 29 or 30 year:s old.
Joseph Smith of Poland, the
world record holder, is 28 years
old."
With better distances to be
reached, a supply of dining hall
toothpicks that would rebuild the
Colossus of Rhodes and 2000 feet
of movie film to be edited I'm
quite sure Steffes will be pccupied
for some time.
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Gymnasts Seek
Third Straight

All-American Chuck Steffes

Our diamond.
bridal sets will go to

Twogether
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condition, coach Herrera has
Didn't Like It
helped in other ways. "He put me
He first began triple jumping in over 24 feet in the long jump, I
the seventh grade. As he told it, "I went up in the air and he yelled at
didn't like the triple jump when I me, which improved my jump. He
started. The coach made me do it. psychs you."
After I won the first time I
As for the sport itself, h!l sa,id,
competed I just stuck with it."
"Americans don't know much
In 1965 when he first began about the triple jump, I can
keeping record!\ of his jumps he remember a coach telling his
could triple jump 37-8, now he jumper to go higher, which is the
goes over 52 feet almost every worst thing to do, After going as
time he \opes down the runway. high as he could and landing on
As a sidelight he long jumps and one foot, the kid collapsed. I
in 1965 he reached 18·1h, now think the triple jump will
he's up to 24•1, and he won that eventually gain more populaJ:ity in
event in the last two indoor meets the United States. You have more
here.
distance to improve upon. A good
Injury Prone
jumper is a pretty thing to
At first glance the triple jump watch."
might look relatively easy, say in
comparison with pole-vaulting,
Possible Olympian
but in reality it is quite difficult.
Steffes has a series of big meets
Said Steffes, "What's really hard is
that you expect to leave the floor approaching and they include the
on one foot, hit with the same WAC Invitationals in Salt Lake
foot (the skip) and take off again. City on Feb. 17-18, the NCAA
I have a heel bruise after every finals in Oetroit, Mich., the El
meet, As it is I have to do good Paso Relays and possibly the
my first jump h!lcause after thnt Olympic trials. "To go to the
Olympics you have to be awful
I'm hurting a little bit."
lucky. In order to qualify you
Two Schools
There are two separate schools have to jump 53·1, which would
of triple jumping, the Russian and also be the U.S. collegiate
the Polish. The Russians depend
mostly on strength, while the
Poles set records using primarily
speed. Steffes steers the middle
course between these standards.
He attributes his increased
distance to an intensive
we ightlifting and sprinting
program prescribed by coach John
Herrera, an assistant to head
coach Hugh Hackett. Steffes'
workout schedule calls for
exercises at 6 a.m. running and
SMALL PIZZA
weightlifting in the afternoons.
AND DRINK
'He Psychs You'
Besides getting him in superb

with
every PIZZA
under the ...

Tankmen Warm Up for WAC . fa~~!. deal of poise and bllllketban
The UNM swimming team
should get a pretty good idea of
how strong they will be in the
WAC Championships after this
Sunday's meet in Tempe against
Arizona, Aril':ona State, and San
Diego State.
The Lobos are 4-2 on the year
but have lost two of their J~~t
"" ''cour
decisions, including a 65-48 WAC
loss to Colorado State. With the
eon fer e 11 ce champfon:;hipt
scheduled for the beginning of
March, this is the tearr.'s last
chance to see how they stack up
against WAC teams.
.. _Arizona State should give the
LAJbos the most competition in
this weekend's meet. They lack
depth, but have a number of
outstanding individuals. Steve
Craven, assistant coa<lh and an

years.

Drake, pinning Joe Warbec in
3:34. Drake's J, Ashbaugh pinned
UNM's Bob Kelley in 7:36,
followed by a couple of Drake
decisions to give them the lead
over the Lobos.
Coach Ron Jacobson's wrestlers
move on to the Lobo Invitational
Friday and Saturday. Early round
matches are scheduled to get
underway at 1 p.m. today and 7
p.m. tonight.

New Mexico's gymnastics team
is in Fort Collins tonight seeking
its third straight dual win in a
WAC meet with Colorado State
University,
CSU has won three meets in a
row defeating Arizona, Northern
Colorado, and the U.S. Air Force
Academy. The Rams most
consistent performers have been
Ron Crescentini on the still rings
and Steve Zamora on the parallel
bars.
All-around specialist Jim Ivicek
and co-captain Dana Shelley pace
Rusty Mitchell's WAC champion
squad. Ivicek won three events, in
addition to the all-around, last
week against Utah. Ivicek had a
9.45 on the high bars, 9.3 on the
parallel bars and a 9.15 on the still
rings for his three victories,
Senior Shelley is undefeated in
the free exercis!i' with his highest
score a 9.4 against Southern
Rlinois.
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Expert
Hair De~'km
No Nets, Gels, Laquer
Sprays, Heat, or Other

.Sissy Put Ons
For Men or Women
by Appointment only
255-0166
5504 Central Ave. S.E.
(1 Bfk. East of San Mateo)

268-2300

I FREE

Quad Surround
Adaptor ~~~~
with
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1500 SAN PEDRO, N.E.

Special Rates For:
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106 Cornell SE

Open daily 11 am

Lyle Talbot

Student Auto
Insurance
I. Drivers Under 25
2. Underage Females
3. Military Personnel
4. Married Students
Budget Payment Plan Available

1256-35181

Experienced Handling of
Hard to Place Insurance

Free Delivery
Fri.-Sat. 5 pm-3 am
Sun •.-Thurs. 5 pm-1 am

d·h

HOUSE

Cube Speakers
at 19.50 ea.
·Hear it four ways

I

m

Near the University

· 301l MONTE VISTA NE
255-1695
(at the Triangle)

HOUSE
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RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
mum ($1.4(1) per ume run. U ad is to
run live or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10,
·
TERMS.: Payment must be made in

5)

PERSONALS

ROOMMATE WANTED-Own room, $45
and utilities. Nice house, 266-0944 eve·
nlngs._2~/_1_7___________________
FREE PUPPY: Affectionate, shots, clean,
call 266·5070. 2/17
UNCLE SAM'S, 111 Harvard, features
work shirts $3, new shipment bookbags
and saddle bags, genuine navY PeR coats,
Drug ed. marihmn11. plqnts, 2/11
SCUBA DIVERS I Cnll 299-0010 evenings,
AGORA-is going back on regular schedule
for second semester. 24 hours, no J.D., no
money necessary. NW corner Mesa Vista
Hall. 277·3013 tfn
EXPERIENCE A HIGH IN LEATHER:
pants, jackets, belts, wallets, hats, bags,
knapsacks. Upstairs at THE LEATHER·
BACK TURTLE, 2933 Monte Vista NE
_,.....:..<b~eh,_t:.:.;·n~d_T~n--·a:.:.:n.::.gl:.:;e_B,_a--r:...)__
T_fn______

---

2)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND-Ladles gold wedding band - in
Business and Administrative Sciences
Building, See at Journalism 205-A,
phone 277-4002. 2/15
FOUND-MAN'S RING. Identify in Jour•
nallsm 205-A. Phone 277·4002. 2":!/~16:....__
LOST UNM J,ETTER JACKET. Place,
Downtown Hilum Friday Feb. 5. Reward
offered. Ph 277·5789 after 7 pm. 2/11
LOST/Calculus book on Unl;e~lty. Ave.
Has initials R. G. Inside, If found, call
256·2117. Reward. 2/11
REWARD, LOST BLACK AND WHITE
MALE CAT with black dot on nose. 24229062. 2/11

3) SERVICES
DON'T JUST STAND THERE I Do some·
thing I Help our students by tutoring
basic subjects 2 hours a week. We need
you. ISRAD Basic Education, 2500 Cen·
tral SE. 277·3611. 2/24
ART SUPPLIE8-Stop getting ripped-off.
Buy at honestly discounted prices. Art
Stuf', 1824 CentrAl.
DEVELOP SPIRITUALLY AS WELL AS
ACADEMICALLY. Attend the Christian
Student Center, 130 Girard NE. 265·
4312. 3/2
STUDENT WILL DO hnullng work, also
maintenance work. 242-6724 or 877·
3379. 2/16
AUTO REPAIRS. Reasonable. Tune-ups,
brakes, front-end work. Call Mike 242·
__!980. 2/11
WEDDING & PORTRAIT PHOTOG.
RAPIIY. Andren West, 282·5804. 2/20
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION. IDENTI·
FICATION photo. Fast, Inexpensive,
pleasing, Ncar UNM. Call 265·2444 or
come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. 1/28
BABYSITTING. Ages 2·5 elementary
teaching experience, good references.
255-8273. 2/7
POTTERY, SILVERWORK, photog'l'aphy,
lrat.'l.r.-wur1;, you r('\n t.1f, It :.nd we'll
show you how. Visit The Craft Shop In
the basement of the Union. 5/5
GROUP TAOS SKI TRIPS, $35.00 Includes
lodging, transportation & discounts. 282·
5405. 8/9.

4>
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FOR RENT

QUIET SERIOUS STUDENT needs a
place to Jive near campus. Non-freak,
non-strnleht, $60. Cnll David, 268·530~.
2/18
ROOMMATE-large apartment, $70, 218
Arno SE, Head 3GO's, $30, Need used
nunllty sound system-or components,
242-5864. 2/11
ROOM TO RENT In large house In Cor·
rates. $55 a month plus utilities. Prefer
student. Call Chuck or Steve, 808-7387
after 5. 2/11

5)

Garver Paintings Shown

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

FORSALE

JUST RECEIVED-1072 model solid state
stereo comnonent syntem, complete with
AM·l'M, FM-sterco radio, stereo cassette
recorder and player complete with micro·
phone, Includes deluxe BSR record
chnnJter for only $24!l.05. Cash or terms.
UNITED FREIGIIT SALES 3920 San
Mateo NE. Oven seven days a week. tfn
DEAL STUDENT TO STUDENT. Save
40t;~-Diamond!l
nnd custom bands.
Chal'lic Romero-344-6340. 4/0
LOTUS ELAN 84·1070. Two Senter. Strom·
berg carbs. 21,0~0 miles, $3300 or reasonable offer. 277-5715 Mon-Fri, 10:00 to
4:00. 2/17
1!l68 VOLKSWAGEN Squarebaek. Totally
excellent. Needs no work. $1205.00. 842·
0323.2/24
BSA 650, Thunderbolt, 1068, good cond.
$750, call Jim 268·7814. 2/17
FIREWOOD FOR SALE. Student owned
business. Student discount. 242-8170,
242·6724. 2/16
MEN'S LANGE BOOTS, 8 medium, $56.
VR7 Dynamic 207cm w/bindings. $40.
208-6220. 2/16
LEVI BLUE JEAN BELL~. New shiP•
ment h8.!1 just arrived. LOBO Men's
Shop. 2120 Central SE. tfn
10·SPEED SCHWINN_Con
__t-in-en_ta_l__b_ra_n_d
new. Only $95, 290·5876. 113 Wester•
flield NE. 2/16
TWO 10-spd Gitane bikes-brand new.
Ridden only about 20 miles. $100 ea. 2658291, 2/11
NEW FISCHER SUPERGLASS. & binding
with one year guarantee. $140.00. 266·
7989. 2/15
NEW SHIPMENT-Iil!ed Suede .and Leather Jackets from $1,00·$15.00. While
they last. The Bend Shamnn. 401B San
Felipe NW., Old Town-842·9688. 2/11

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
206, afternoons preferably or mall.
ClRSSified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N,M. 87106
full prior to insertion of advertisement

6)

FOR SALE

GUITAR-GUILD D-44 with hard case.
Guitar cost $360 new-asking $225, Call
Tom 242-2434. 2/11 ____________
SCIIWINN CONTINENTAL: excellent;
$75; 843-2471, 8-4:30 pm. 2/15
1969 TRIUMPll GT6, Plus White, tinted
glRSs, Michelin Radials, low mileage, like
new, interior in good condition as Is the
engine, Good mileage-22-30 mpg. Will
accept reasonable offer, Call Ken at 243·
6631 at work or 268-954'7 at home after
6 pm, 2/15:..----------------~"::"
BRAND NEW SHAKESPEARE ARCH·
ERY BOW, 30 lbs. '66, $50, Full-size
violin, Dressmaker sewing machine. Both
_:..;x~ellent c~dition, c~ll,~~....~~~~ 2/11_
'66 SUZUKI. Needs new engine. $60. or
best offer. Call 265-6041. 2/U
18' CHEYENNE TIPI. Complete. Extras.
See Philip on Mall. 266-4457. 2/11
1972 PINTO, o./c, a/t, large tires. 3000
miles, $2900, negotiable, 842-66'72-evenings, 2/11
'61 MATCHLESS, 650 cracked piston. To·
gether and complete, $200. 268-4589. 2/11
50cc '70 SUZUKI step-thru. Cheap trans,,
and fun, too. $140 or best offer, Barry,
266-4298, 212 Princeton S_E. 2/11
NICE MEN'S hand sewn t~hcep skin coat.
Size Med·Lrg. Sacrifice, $60. Call Ann
255-3932. Eveenings. 2/11 - - - - - - - USED SUEDE AND LEATHER JACK·
ETS, $1.00 to $15,00, THE BEAD
SHAMAN.2~/7~--------------
WEBCOR, STEREO FM. Garrard Turn·
table, tape player, new, $175. 256·9566,
2/11
MAKE YOUR OWN earrings, necklaces,
chokers, etc. The Bead Shaman-no
_Pl_astic._~-.:.,1.::;11:..__________________
1971 liARLEY 350cc, Sprint SX, a motocroos bike, 2200 mi, $650, or offer. Call
842-6309 after 6 p.m. 2/11
DON'T BUY IT-MAKE IT. Come on
down to The Craft Shop in the basement
of the Student Union. 5/5
LEVI BUSH JEANS at $10. Now available
in green & tan at Lobo Men's Shop,
2120 Central SE.
KASTLE 205s with Marker Bindings
Lange Boots, size 8¥.!. Barrecrafter pol~.
Used 1 sea.~on. Original Cost $286. Sell
for $150. See McDonald at Journalism
Buildin11
30 USED PORTABLE TV's. $30-$60. 441
Wyoming NE. 256-5087. 6/2
1955 PLYMOUTH V-8 Sedan. Good work·
ing condition. $150.00, Phone 266·3379.
2/11
GOATHEADS GOTCHA DOWN? Thornproof tubes on sale this week. $6 a pair
installed. THE BIKE SliOP, 823 Yale
SE, 842-9100. 2/18
10-SPEEDS I Great Selections. Fine Service. TilE BIKE SHOP, 823 Yale SE,
842-0100. 2/tR
THE LEATHERBACK TURTLE,,, yo~r
organic haberdasher has pants that fit
where others leave off. Upstairs at 2933
Monte Vista NE. (Behind the Triangle
Bar), Tfn
NEW l!l71 SINGER SEWING MA·
CHINES equipped to do moot any.
thing, $49.95. Cash or Terms. Open 7
days a week. United Freight Sales, 3920
San Mateo NE. tfn,

EMPLOYMENT

NEED llREAD-Work Part-time, call 298·
4503 after 5 ..pm. for intervle'Y:.:..'_____
NOT EXACTLY THE SORT OF WORK
your mother had In mind for you, Sell
the HARD TIMES. Drop by 107 Cornell
SE or call 265-7072 or 243-0619. 2/11

7 1 MISCELLANEOUS
HELP I We want to rent your back yard
to put up our tip(, We'll pay up to $15
per month if the yard is big And we use
a little of your electricity. This will only
be a part-time residence when the
weather's nice and the sky is clear.
Write Grant, c/o Box 4175, 87106.
2/15

More Student Input
Asked in Pol. Sci.
Undergraduates and faculty
have started a program to insure
more student voice in the political
science department.
The head of the interested
students is Kevin Kirk. Kirk said
the idea for establishing a greater
line of communication between
the undergraduates and the
students was originally the
faculty's idea.
Last semester Kirk and other
members of the 'department put
out a survey asking what the
students wanted from their
department. 7 5 per cent favored
student voice in the scheduling of
classes. A majority of the students
also favored counseling for
undergraduates.
"Many students need
counseling to decide what courses
to take and to help them decide
what to do with a political science
degree when they graduate," said
Kirk.
Kirk said that he and other
members of the student
organization are looking for new
people to head the group as well
as people interested in student
voice in the department.

Special Faculty Meet

An exhibition of acrylic and
ink paintings by Jack Garver will
open Feb, 13 at Jonson Gallery,
1909 Las Lomas Rd. N.E.
Garver's basic interest is in the
intimate design of the paintings.
Also prominent is a · close and
subtle dissonance in the grays of
the foreground plane. "At a
certain time," he says, "we get to
a point where we want color to be
something besides pretty."
Garver was a student of

Raymond Jonson, director of
Jonson Gallery, and received a
degree at UNM in 1949. The only
:resemblance between the
paintings in the show and his
work then, Jonson says, is that
both are finely detailed.
The Jonson Gallery exhibit will
last through March 10 from noon
to 6 p.m. daily except Mondays.
The show will open with a
reception Sunday from 3 to 6
p.m.

Weekend
Show on Russiathethis
Soviet Union and Nazi
Taped interviews with Moscow
political activists and slides of the
USSR will be featured during a
two day conference on Soviet
Jewry here on Feb. 12 and 13,
A play drawing parallels
between the condition of Jews in

Germany will be presented on
Saturday at 8 p.m. in Room 250
of the Union. A discussion will
follow the play.
Tapes recorded in Moscow last
month by UNM senior Aaron
Howard and slides of the USSR
will
be part of the multi· ~edia
David Grene
presentation
Sunday at 2 p.m. in
David Grene, · a critic and
Room
250
of
the Union.
translator of Greek drama, will
give a lecture in room 2018 of the
Fine Arts Building at 8 p.m. Feb.
ADVENTURES GALORE!
11. Grene is a professor at the
University of Chicago.
Also speaking that night at 8
On Student Escorted
p.m. in the Honors Center Lounge
of Zimmerman Library will be
FUN TOURS
Deluxe or Budyet
poet and University of California
Short or Long
professor, Robert Peters. Peters is
Study or Play
Ship or Air
the author of "Songs for a Song"
$1195 to $2345
and "Pioneers of Modern P~etry."
Or Independent
Minibus

WJUN-TOURS

Visiting Prof
Georg Borgstrom, Popejoy
Visiting Professor, has announced
he will keep the following office
hours in his room in Mesa Vista
3044; Tuesday through Thursday,
10:30 · 11:30 a.m.

$1129 plus Air
For Folder Write

HARWOOD
TOURS

2428 Guadalupe • Austin, Texas

Over 30
Different

Sandwiches

I

I

The faculty will meet in a
special session Feb. 15 at 3 o.m. _
to discuss those items enumerated
as nine through 13 of the Feb. 8
faculty meeting agenda in that
order followed by item 8. The
meeting has been called because
an open meeting on University
Governance has been scheduled
for Feb. 22.

i(·)~lt?i:ii3

Sherlock Junior
a great Buste1· Keaton
flick of 1924 ~.
~

aspecial

IE HAWn

UNCLE SAM MA

WARREnin BEATTY

in color
Times 6-B-1 0 PM
Union Theater
75¢ with ID
Friday

GERT FROBE
~~
COLOR

nDOLLARS"
I

ROBERT WEBBER I SCOTT BRRDY

HILAND
265·4575

Saturday

Stagecoach
Starring Bing Crosby,
Ann Margret
in color
20th Century-Fox.

!ADULTS ONLY

I

Times 6-8-10 PM
Union Theater
75¢ with ID

------ -------- ""'----------

SUNDAY

RIDE THE HIGH

~COUNTRY

in color

A perfectly dandy little western
(that) is downright j1leasure to watch.
New York Times
Times 6-8-10 PM
Union Theater
75¢ with ID

ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
Page 8
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